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A Case Study in Making Safety a Top Priority

Peter Gibbs- COO Ainscough Crane Hire



Background

• Ainscough Crane Hire are the largest National Mobile crane business in the 
UK with circa 400 mobile cranes operating out of 30 sites.

• Peter Gibbs: I have been with the business 18 months. As an ex Military 
pilot who ran UK Military flying Standards I have had the opportunity to 
not just learn about how this amazing sector delivers safe lifting solutions, 
but to apply my experience from a different sector as to how we can 
further develop a truly safety first culture and environment.

• Since its foundation Ainscough has put ‘Make the Safe Choice’ at the heart 
of its culture and proposition ......  So why are we still having avoidable 
incidents? 
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Case Study
On 18th February, 2019 an 
operator moved his crane 
(post lifting operations) 
on a motorway works 
access road (on the hard 
shoulder) with the boom 
still in the upright position 
and hit a bridge.



Case Study

• The crane was travelling at low speed and fortunately no one was injured. 
Significant damage was caused (to crane and bridge), the Motorway closed 
and site works stopped for a short period.

• Initial findings quickly established that the cause of the incident was the 
crane operator failed to stow his boom post lifting operations. 

• On a busy works site the focus then quickly switches to getting operations 
restarted and motorway open (as in this instance there was no significant 
injury), with the operator suspended (by ACH) and banned from site (by 
Customer), but ……..



Was this the main cause of the accident?

• The crane was fully serviceable, the operator was trained, competent, 
experienced, and had been on this job a number of days.

• The operator had some personal issues that could have caused a level of 
distraction, but claimed to be focused on the job, and experienced no 
obvious distraction that might have explained his failure to stow the boom 
for travel.



The operator travelled the crane nearly 80m before hitting the 
bridge and did not notice the boom / hook block that should have 
been right in front of his cab. 
Seems an open and shut case ….. But …..



Who and where was the supervisor?

• The contract was on crane hire 
only.

• The supervisor had never 
supervised a crane lift before. 

• When the crane was derigging, 
the supervisor left to continue 
other duties. 



What was the route cause?

• The route cause was a failure to have this operation effectively supervised. 

• Contributing to this was:

• Poor action to address supervision issue when first raised by the 
operator.

• Lack of confidence in the operator to STOP, ‘Make the Safe Choice’ and 
ensure correct supervision.

• Short term commercial pressure from the sub-contractor looking to 
save cost by doubling up supervisor with other duties, so hiring the 
crane at reduced crane hire only rates.



Outcome

• After retraining and a period of supervision the operator was returned to 
duties.

• On review with the customer, it was agreed we would only operate full 
contract lift only.

• Ainscough have instigated a series of communication and engagement 
activities to support driving an improved ‘Make the Safe Choice culture’ 
including:

• If in doubt stop and Make the Safe Choice

• Life Saving rules

• I will / You must





9 Life Saving Rules

CONTROL OF WORK

WE ALWAYS FOLLOW THE SAFE 
SYSTEM OF WORK AND CHECK THE 

WORKPLACE ENVIROMENT FOR 
HAZARDS

WE ALWAYS VERIFY ISOLATION WHEN 
CARRYING OUT MAINTENANCE AND 

REPAIR

WE ALWAYS FOLLOW THE PRESCRIBED 
RIGGING AND OPERATING PROCEDURE 

FOR THE CRANE AND DO NOT 
OVERRIDE OR DISARM SAFETY DEVICES

PERSONAL SAFETY

WE ALWAYS FOLLOW THE WORKING 
AT HEIGHT RULES

WE ALWAYS COMPLETE DAILY AND 
WEEKLY PRE-USE CHECKS ON 

CRANES, VEHICLES, PLANT AND 
EQUIPMENT

WE ALWAYS COMPLY WITH PPE 
RULES AT THE WORKPLACE

DRIVING

WE NEVER USE A MOBILE PHONE OR 
ANY OTHER COMMUNICATION 

DEVICE INAPPROPRIATELY WHILE 
DRIVING OR OPERATING PLANT

WE NEVER WORK UNDER THE 
INFLUENCE OF DRUGS OR ALCOHOL

WE NEVER EXCEED SPEED LIMITS 
AND DRIVE WITHOUT WEARING

SEATBELTS 



What is “Make the Safe Choice”
COMMUNICATION
Clear Concise 

INDUCTION
Setting the scene

MAST TRAINING 
Mandatory 
Ainscough 
Safety 
Training Standard

SV’S
Safe Visits

LSR’S
Life Saving Rules

PRA’S
Personal Risk

Assessments  

PROGRAMME
Behavioural Safety

Programme

REPORTING
Near Miss Reporting



Introducing My Ainscough APP (MAAP)

QHSE

Make the Safe Choice

Learning from Experience

Real Time

Communications Sharing

Best Practice

Near miss reporting 

ENGAGEMENT
Direct access to Ainscough 
benefits

Working for Ainscough

Have your say …….

AVAILABILITY
Access to contacts across the 
depot network

COMMUNICATION
Company information at your 

fingertips

Keeping employees up to date 
with the latest news and videos



How are we embedding this?

• Authority to ‘stop’ comes from the Executive.

• Visibly backing our people when they Make the Safe Choice.

• Executive led workshops and safety stand-down days.

• Aviation approach to safety reporting: Non blame culture / Everyone is 
responsible / The biggest issue is not to report an incident.

• Pro-actively working with our customers to identify best practice and 
promote site safety culture under ‘Good safety delivers good service and 
good cost’ banner.



Wider Observations

• We are all good at ‘Talking the Talk’ but on the ground do we ‘Walk the 
Walk’ when under time and commercial pressures?

• The belief, trust, and wider best practice engagement Ainscough Crane Hire 
are getting from the current focus is not just about doing the right thing 
but is significantly enhancing our service proposition to our customers.

• We must become more pro-active in driving best practice into our sector 
alongside our customers- Safety is every bodies business

• Basic safety standards should be legislated and enforced: O Licence / MOT / 
Core training standards.



Thank you

• 40 of our operators at a Safety stand down day with over 1000 years 
experience in the room.


